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ABSTRACT

The present paper deals with a problem of conservation and adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture. The relevance and topicality of the problem of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture for new social and municipal functions as the conservation concept are defined. New insights on the typology of industrial architecture are reviewed (e.g. global changes in all European industry, new concepts and technologies in manufacturing, new features of industrial architecture and their construction and typology, first results of industrialization and changes in the typology of industrial architecture in post-industrial period). General goals and tasks of conservation in context of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture are defined (e.g. historical, architectural and artistic, technical). Adaptive reuse as an acceptable approach for conservation and new use is proposed and reviewed. Moreover, the logical model of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture as an acceptable approach for new use has been developed. Consequently, three general methods for the conservation of industrial heritage architecture by the adaptive reuse approach are developed: historical, architectural and artistic, technical. Relevant functional methods' concepts (social concepts) are defined and classified. General beneficial effect of the adaptive reuse approach is given. On the basis of analysis results of experience in adaptive reuse of industrial architecture with new social functions general conclusions are developed.
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RELEVANCY OF THE ADAPTIVE REUSE CONCEPT

According to present conditions of post-industrial cities’ industrial infrastructure in the Czech Republic the industrial heritage architecture (including non-operating and ineffective industrial buildings as well as brownfields) demands today a new experimental level of conservation and use that means the level of conservation of industrial heritage architecture by the adaptive reuse approach.

Relevancy of the present research project is defined by actual problems of all industrial cities in the Czech Republic: e.g. importance of the new effective use of non-operating industrial buildings as well as industrial buildings with ineffective manufacturing, conservation of historical value of industrial objects, development of favorable city infrastructure etc. [1]. Moreover, it is reasonable to
note local aggravating environmental situation because of industrial object that has negative influence on health improvement, psychic and emotional state of people, demographic indices, including negative influence on social level of population, as well as economic and other indicators [1, 2]. It is important “to adapt” industrial heritage architecture for new effective functions with the conservation of historical and architectural value of all industrial heritage objects [2—5].

It is reasonable to emphasize, that the problem of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage as well as brownfields is so relevant nowadays [5, 6]. There are many organizations and institutions which are connected with this problem: scientific and research centers in the leading educational and scientific institutions, committees, specialized organizations with competent professionals, social groups etc. For example, International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage (TICCIH), International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), Industrial heritage of Wallonia and Brussels association, Research Centre for Industrial Heritage CTU in Prague, International Visegrad Fund, Directorate for Cultural Heritage in Oslo, Association for Industrial Archaeology in Telford etc. [5—7].

Today research in the field of relevant problems of industrial heritage architecture in the Czech Republic is carried out by Prof. Ing. arch. T. Senberger, PhDr. B. Fragner, Prof. Ing. arch. P. Urlich, CSc., Doc. Ing. arch. P. Vorlik, Ph.D., Mgr. L. Beran and others (Czech Technical University in Prague), Prof. Ing. arch. H. Zemankova, CSc. (Brno University of Technology), Ing. arch. E. Dvorakova (National Heritage Institute in Prague) and others. Nowadays it is important to do research on this topic, to analyze the present problem and develop the conservation methods in terms of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture that can solve all relevant problems: e. g. conservation of industrial heritage (industrial architecture objects, brownfields, historical industrial equipment and technologies), new effective use, integration of social, municipal, cultural and other components, improvement of microclimate in the area of industrial object etc.

NEW INSIGHTS INTO THE TYPOLOGY OF INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE

The first processes of industrialization began in England in the late 18th century with introduction of the first manufacturing plants. Soon industrialization has followed France and Germany and then in the late 19th century whole Europe. Industrialization has made direct impetus for production on a large scale. Moreover, this has changed the world market [6—10].

It is reasonable to note that industrialization was important for the global development of architecture. Industrialization (i. e. industrial revolution) meant a qualitative leap for the industry, technology, transport, telecommunications, atomic engineering, development of radio and television, automation etc. [11—13]. In addition to the major social changes, industrialization like a process of change from manufactory and craftsmanship to factory production and development of industry have influenced the creation of new typological type of buildings — industrial architecture (production halls and multi-storey buildings) [14—16].

The industrial era introduced global changes that have occurred all European industry, which meant new goals and new means to achieve them. Moreover, industrialization has already taken place in various areas of industry: textile (weaving, wool, cotton etc.), sugar and flour-milling industry, brewing, distilling, starch industry, glass industry and the production of porcelain, paper, woodworking, iron and steel industry, construction, chemical and coal industry etc. Each industrial area for manufacturing was requiring new concepts and technologies [16].

The consequences of industrialization were also reflected in the typology of industrial architecture and their new features, such as [15, 16]:

- versatility and variability of buildings;
• unification and standardization of building components as well as whole buildings;
• indoor environmental quality;
• requirements for fire safety.

As the general requirement for the construction of industrial buildings was a distribution of mechanical energy though the building for machines — industrial architecture began to be used not only for workpeople, but also for a new era devices (Fig. 1, 2). Elimination of dependence on classical supporting construction (e. g. open layout of the floor plans, continuous windows on the facades is typical for the industrial architecture of the industrial era. [15, 16]. The new demands on the architectural design solutions meet mainly by supporting pillars in a more or less regular grid, supporting ceilings or roofs, simply called "skeletons" [16, p. 214].

Fig. 1. Distribution of mechanical energy: manufacturing workshop of Bracegirdle machinery factory in Jablonec, 1840 [12]

Fig. 2. Vitkovice Ironworks in 1913, Ostrava [17, p. 183] First buildings of a new era "had a massive stone or brick covering and wooden skeleton in the interior" (Fig. 3) [16, p. 214]. New solutions without wood in supporting construction came with the new innovative
materials and technologies—wood was replaced by iron construction (Fig. 4, 5) [15, 16, 18]. This design was suitable throughout the century. But soon typology of all industrial buildings was waiting for new changes. First of all, changes of the material of construction. The last decade of the 19th century was the period of reinforced concrete: a large number of multi-storey industrial buildings with monolithic reinforced concrete system of supporting constructions were built (Fig. 6) [18, 19].

Soon industrialization had the first results: e. g. decrease of production costs, development of new products and internal changes in society, including thinking and lifestyle of mankind. The maximum progress in the production during the period of industrialization was in the late 20th century (adoption of the aforementioned innovations, development of new materials and modernization of manufacturing processes) [11, 12].

Fig. 3. Wooden skeleton in Public Transport Museum located in the tram depot Prague-Střešovice (author’s photo)
Fig. 4. Cast-iron columns in brewery building in Kralupy nad Vltavou (author’s photo)

Fig. 5. Mechanical wool weaving mill Johanna Liebig & comp. in Liberec, late fifties of the 19th century [12]
It is reasonable to emphasize, that the result at the beginning of the post-industrial period are changes in the typology of industrial architecture. In addition, the old industrial infrastructure gradually loses its functionality, e. g. [2, 5, 10, 15, 16 and 18]:

- industrial buildings as well as industrial areas become unsuitable for future use: effective use of industrial buildings for future manufacturing is not possible;
- implementation of new environmentally friendly technologies for future production is not possible;
- ineffective technologies of production;
- the possibility of a partial operation of the industrial building.

Modern industrial architecture today requires different architectural concepts and manufacturing technologies. Modern typology of industrial architecture has new standards that are not compatible with the architecture of industrial heritage, i. e. with the industrial architecture from the 18th — early 20th century.

As a result of further development, more technological and automated electronic devices were introduced into manufacturing; moreover, made from new materials. Buildings are becoming more compact. It was significant to note that the industrialization had a significant impact on technical and scientific progress, automation, new technologies, new trends in production and distribution etc.

GOALS AND TASKS OF CONSERVATION IN CONTEXT OF ADAPTIVE REUSE OF INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE ARCHITECTURE

Present research work deals with the problem of preservation and creating a new social functions for the architecture of industrial heritage that will be relevant to all sustainable and social problems. Under the present conditions of urban infrastructure in large industrial and urbanized cities in all European countries, it is reasonable to note, that the problem of industrial heritage preservation demands new experimental methods, which assume conservation and adaptive reuse of industrial
heritage architecture for a new social functions taking into account all state preservation strategies [6].

It should be noted, that a new much more reliable strategy for conservation of the objects of industrial heritage - implementation of a comprehensive system for preservation of movable and immovable heritage, including historic industrial buildings - was realized with the 20th century [19].

Based on carried out analytical research work, the following goals and tasks of heritage conservation in context of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture have been defined:

- historical (preservation of historical value of industrial buildings);
- architectural and artistic (preservation of architectural and artistic value of the concept of industrial building, preservation of internal organization and distribution of the original spaces including interiors);
- technical (preservation manufacturing equipment and technologies, movable monuments: e. g. machinery, transport and other equipment).

ADAPTIVE REUSE AS AN ACCEPTABLE APPROACH FOR CONSERVATION AND NEW USE

It is reasonable to emphasize, that the development of human society all over the world today has a direct impact on the environment and socio-cultural level of the population. Moreover, at the beginning of the post-industrial period, population began to pay close attention to various current problems of development technologies and approaches to safe and protect natural resources and the environment.

As a major precondition in context of present research work, it is important to take into consideration particular changes in all manufacturing trends (modern methods, technologies, concepts etc.), when companies in all developed countries changed from industrial to post-industrial phase. As a result, industrial buildings from the 18th — early 20th century are not suitable for production and it is not possible to modernize their infrastructure [2, 4 and 6].

A lot of interesting industrial heritage objects now are brownfields or are owned by commercial companies with an inactive or inefficient production with different types of pollution: pollution of the environment, atmosphere and groundwater, mutation of ecosystem, flora and fauna, including negative impact on the urban environment and landscape [2, 4]. Moreover, architecture of industrial heritage has a negative impact on a person's health, mental and emotional state, including the general demographic indicators and criminogenic situation in the city.

problem of protection and new effective use of the architecture of industrial heritage is relevant today and the importance of all these architectural objects as the "architectural monuments" in context of history of each country and city is very high.

Conservation and adaptive reuse of the architecture of industrial heritage have great importance and relevance for more than last fifty years. Tendency to protect industrial heritage has been dating since the sixties of the 20th century in Great Britain. Later, this problem has become more important in Western Europe (Germany, France, Belgium etc.). In Eastern Europe (the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, etc.) — after the fall of communism in 1989 [6, 16].

It is reasonable to note, that the deficit of "suitable social environment" is typical for large industrial and urbanized cities nowadays. It is necessary to create a new social, cultural and municipal objects based on industrial buildings and brownfields that will be used taking into account all environmental and social problems. This is the main reason why the adaptive reuse of industrial
heritage architecture for a new social function was chosen as the most acceptable approach. Logical model of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture as an acceptable approach for new use is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Logical model of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture as an acceptable approach for new use

METHODS FOR THE CONSERVATION OF INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE ARCHITECTURE BY THE ADAPTIVE REUSE APPROACH

Based on carried out analytical research work the following general methods for industrial heritage preservation have been defined:

- historical method;
- architectural and artistic method;
- technical method.

These methods can be respected all as well as a single or their different combination that depends on each specific building. The basis for future adaptive reuse of industrial heritage taking into account goals and tasks of heritage preservation is a new "sustainable program" — a new function.

There are six most important and relevant functions for adaptive reuse: residential, public health, cultural, education and science, sports and recreation, special and other. According to defined functions, it is reasonable to classify following functional methods' concepts (social concepts):

- development of residential infrastructure (e.g. hostels, student hostels, social accommodation, house for aged, hotels, pensions etc.);
- public health care (hospitals, health centers and service, social institutions etc.);
- development of cultural and intellectual municipal fund (museums, libraries, concert halls, exhibition centers, galleries, workshops, theaters etc.);
- development of education and science resources (e.g. kindergartens, schools, colleges, universities, schools of art, study and reading rooms, dance halls, laboratories, research centers etc.);
- municipal sports and recreation (sports clubs, swimming pools, fitness centers, parks, botanical gardens etc.);
- special and other methods.

It is reasonable to emphasize, that the characteristics of each method are conditioned but another additional factors. Optimal new function is especially function with social or municipal importance for population.

Another important factor influencing new function is a character of financing. Most industrial heritage objects protected by adaptive reuse approach are initiated by commercial interests. In some cases, financed by European Union, government, grand etc.

Some methods for industrial heritage preservation in the frame of adaptive reuse for new social and municipal have been respected nowadays in the Czech Republic: there are lots of adaptive reuse projects successfully realized during the last ten years. For example, National Cultural Monument " Dolní oblast Vítkovice" in Ostrava (former mine, coking plant, blast furnaces and the other technological facilities of metallurgical basic industry and energetics metallurgical plant), adaptive reuse of the former brewery into the Administrative Center of Hradec Králové Region with
the Regional Council of the Hradec Králové region, Department of Arts of the Hradec Králové University etc. (fig. 8 and 9).

BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF THE ADAPTIVE REUSE APPROACH

It is important to emphasize the beneficial effect on different levels in context of adaptive reuse of industrial architecture for new social and municipal functions as the conservation concept for new effective use in the Czech Republic as well as other developed countries: first of all, the development of social and municipal area and renovation of the environment [1, 2, 5].

Fig. 8. National Cultural Monument "Dolní oblast Vítkovice" in Ostrava (author's photo)
The beneficial effect of adaptive reuse approach is focused on a person, conservation of industrial heritage object by the development of stability in social and cultural systems. Adaptive reuse approach is directed to solve following important problems:

1. General social and municipal problems:
   - deficiency in residential infrastructure;
   - deficiency in public health care institutions;
   - deficiency in cultural institutions and intellectual municipal fund;
   - deficiency in new education institutions and science resources;
   - deficiency in sports and recreation infrastructure;
   - deficiency in other (special) social and municipal areas.

2. Companion problems:
   - negative influence on the environment;
   - negative influence on health, psychic and emotional state of people;
   - negative influence on demographic indices;
   - negative influence on visual environment;
   - negative influence on criminogenic situation.

Moreover, adaptive reuse approach with conservation of industrial heritage architecture has beneficial effect on renovation and protection of the environment.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The relevance and topicality of the problem of adaptive reuse of industrial architecture for new social and municipal functions as the conservation concept has been defined.
2. New insights into the typology of industrial architecture have been reviewed: global changes in all European industry, new concepts and technologies in manufacturing, new features of industrial architecture and their construction and typology, first results of industrialization and changes in the typology of industrial architecture in post-industrial period.

3. General goals and tasks of conservation in context of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture have been defined: historical, architectural and artistic, technical.

4. Adaptive reuse as an acceptable approach for conservation and new use has been proposed and reviewed. Logical model of adaptive reuse of industrial heritage architecture as an acceptable approach for new use has been developed.

5. Methods for the conservation of industrial heritage architecture by the adaptive reuse approach have been developed: historical, architectural and artistic, technical. Moreover, relevant functional methods' concepts (social concepts) have been defined and classified.

6. General beneficial effect of the adaptive reuse approach has been defined.
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